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{Characters}

1) “Agent X”:-

-A 25 year old female English super
agent, killed the “God’s eye” with no
effort, was used only in delicate
situations, well trained and got no name
with no chance to be traced, became a
good friend to “Mark” and “Arrow’s”
wife at the end of the line...

2) “Pegasus”:-

-“Zof’s” brother and a member in
the “Dark Shadows”, although he was a
very rich man, a billionaire, used to
finance their business and was the main
financier for the gang, well protected by
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politicians and some army and police
Colonels & Generals, wanted in many
other countries by the name of “Pegasus”,
smart & rich enough to attract anyone’s
attention and make any criminal do
whatever he says, he wasn’t seen or
detected until he attacked the hospital
hosting his brother, just to attract
attention to him with a crew of
enhanced criminals, best in the business,
committed suicide when he realized
that he lost nearly 90% of his money
after “Frank’s” hijack on his casino…

3) “AKA Doomsday”:-

-A Russian thug, a member in the
“Dark Shadows”, one of the special
members in the gang, former prisoner in
the “Cave” prison in “Russia”, later he
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was discovered that he was a friend to
“Juggernaut” when they were in the
prison together, was released after
“Pegasus” bribed some special officials
in the prison who helped getting him out,
got caught by the “Twin” & “Floyd”...

4) “Thomas”, “Panther”:-

-An African guy, was a common
criminal in “USA”, the “Shadows”
recruited him when he helped them in
an operation in “USA”, “Victor”
recruited him when “Victor” noticed
that he was a tough guy and obviously
fast in his moves, “Victor” trained him
in person, anyone trained by “Victor”
must be a very dangerous man, died
when he hit the explosive barrels while
following “Rose”...
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5) “Lana”:-

-The younger sister of “Zof” &
“Pegasus”, wanted to get the crew who
crippled her brother too, good shooter,
perfect with electricity and electronics,
knew everything about explosives &
bombs, murdered by the “Twin”…

6) “Blade”:-

-Was a blades-man in a circus in
“England”, was accused of killing
someone using his abilities and was
imprisoned for years, later “Bishop” got
him out and used his abilities for a short
time, then “Victor” recruited him and
made him a “Shadow” when “Bishop”
became officially wanted, got arrested by
“Sonya” and was sent to the
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“Frankenstein” prison...

7) “Leon Landon”:-

-A former “SAS” agent, sniper and a
good hand-to-hand combatant, knew
how to get himself out of any tight corner,
trained very well and had a lot of
corrupted relations with many foreign
intelligence which helped him much in
his operations, the “Dark Shadows” used
him when there was someone untouched
should be killed, lost his left arm and
the “Shadows” replaced it with a metal
one for him, making him more
dangerous than he used to be, murdered
by the “Twin”…
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8) “Abyss”:-

-A Russian thug, was maimed and
masked, a freak monster psychopath
giant, 7 ft tall at least and about 400 lb
weight, but got no mind to think, used to
listen to “Pegasus” and do whatever he
ordered him with, got a genetic
deformation in his bone structure, his
bones were denser than regular humans,
giving him amplified strength enough to
stand in front of “Mark” using the suit,
no chance to break a bone in his body,
somehow was immune against poisons,
was kept in the “Cave” prison when his
execution process failed, as he was
executed by the killing injection in
“Russia” but survived somehow, his
blood created antibodies against any
venom, got imprisoned in the
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“Frankenstein” prison in a cell with no
partner...

9) “Hylaria”, “Mystique”:-

-“Mark’s” only love, lost her memory
while fighting cancer, “Ivy” told “Rose”
to take care of her very well and use
every technology needed to cure her, was
cured from cancer, but sill got problems
with her memory and body skin which
forced her to paint her body with a
special colored cream just to keep her
skin together and prevent the cells from
melting in the high temperature in
“Egypt”, also to reduce the pain
temporary until they find her a cure for
her condition, she was trained with
“Rose” and was prepared to be an agent,
she never left “Mark’s” side although her
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illness and she became the mother of his
twins “Achilles” & “Eve”...

10) “Richard J. Silver”:-

-A 44 year old American soldier,
worked for the “NSA”, had a huge file
full of jobs and operations, all ended
with deaths and destruction, the US
government used to call this guy when
they wanted to get rid of a terrorist or a
clan, had a license to kill whoever he
thinks was a danger to the US national
security, got a crew of soldiers well
chosen and well trained, was sent with
one task in mind, killing “Pegasus”,
became a part of the “Sentinels” when
they became a crew belonging to the
“NATO” special forces with a Captain
rank this time...
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11) “The Hitman”:-

-A high class professional assassin,
wasn’t officially in the “Dark Shadows”,
but joined the “Shadows” to take down
the “Sentinels” in return of a lot of
money, was never caught and had no
records in the International Criminal
Database or in the “MI6” X-files, got
caught by “Rose” and was locked in a
special cell in the “Frankenstein”
prison…

12) “Ben”, “The Dragon”:-

-A former patient of “Hanwell”
asylum, was put there for extreme
fatality when he was imprisoned in
“Wakefield”, got a mental problem when
his parents house got burnt and his
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mother died in the fire, disappeared
somehow from “Hanwell” and joined
“Pegasus” to take down “Frankenstein”
as a job, there was no history between
him and “Mark”, got arrested by “Silver”
and was imprisoned in the
“Frankenstein” prison…

13) “Ras Al Gul”:-

-An Egyptian thug, used to have
special deals with very important drug
dealers in the middle east, and special
businessmen who used to have their
illegal deals with international gangs
and mobs, he used to be a catalyst
between both sides, had a 10 years
imprisonment in the Egyptian prisons
but never stopped being dirty, murdered
by the “Twin”…
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14) “Chen Han”:-

-A 32 year old Chinese secret
service agent, was responsible with
others in “China” to investigate about
that hijack for the American-Chinese
weapons on the Chinese soil in the
American base, served her country in
“Japan”, “South & North Korea”, “Iran”
& “Russia”, got attracted to “Frank”
somehow but never had a chance,
became a good ally for the “Sentinels”
when they became a part of the “NATO’s”
special teams, became a good friend of
“Frank” by time, wasted years of her life
hunting the “Chinese Triad” and its
members, specially “Chang” but was
never close enough to put her hands on
him…
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15) “Jerry Jackson”:-

-A 37 year old American first
Lieutenant military soldier, used to
work in the special forces, was “Silver’s”
best friend and a close guy to “Silver” too,
died in the fight that happened on the
“London”-“Crawley” highway…

16) “Anton Dmitry”:-

-The eldest brother of the “Dmitry”
brothers [Anton, Makar, Pavel, Vald &
Dominika], a Russian military officer,
served in [Chechen, Bosnia, Herzegovina
& Syria], became a good friend to “Mark”,
was proposed to become a part of the
“Sentinels” when they became a special
force in “NATO”, but he refused to leave
his brothers and wanted to keep serving
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his country, specially that his country
wasn’t a member in the “NATO”, serving
in the “NATO” wasn’t gonna be accepted
in his country, later he served in the
“FSB”…

17) “The Undertaker”, “The Boss”:-

-The “Shadows” real boss, “Mark’s”
uncle, was said to be dead in the 90s,
“Victor” was accused of killing him, his
head was already wanted by “Bishop”,
his fake death and the Triads help to
him made him the monster he was, he
was the one who taught “Victor”
everything about magic, looked to be
knowing everything happening in the
world more than anyone else, used to
collect enhanced thugs and developing
their abilities in order to use them the
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way he wanted in return of making them
useful and do whatever they were good at
without fear from law and with a lot of
money and secret or fake identities, his
gang was one of the most dangerous gangs
in the world, shot himself when he
found out that he couldn’t escape from
“Mark”…

18) “Jack Smith”, “The Predator”:-

-A 41 year old man, former
American Marine, the only survivor
from the “Soviet” serum-besides
“Ivy”-that was used to make “Ivy” as
tough as she was, he was also the last
man to use it in 2003 to be a powerful
weapon in the battle field in “Iraq”,
killed too many people there, most of
them were civilians, and whoever was
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fighting from the Arab side didn’t stand
a chance against him in gun-to-gun or
hand-to-hand combatants, he was fast,
tough and nearly never felt tired and
never got hurt in the war, when the war
was over he was sent to serve in one of the
“NATO’s” bases in “Turkey” till 2007
then he disappeared completely, later
was discovered to be behind too many
disasters and assassinations in the world,
suddenly appeared in “England”, one of
the worst opponents “Mark” ever faced,
joined the “Sentinels” to take down the
“Shadows” and the “Community’s” thugs,
later on “Crouch” took him and became
a secret agent in the “MI6” like “Agent X”,
used only for special missions…
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19) “Alan Bourne”:-

-A 60 year old Major General, one
of the worse generals in the British
history, known for his toughness,
stiffness and cruelty, totally ruthless, no
mercy, “Shaw” nominated him for being
the “Frankenstein” prison’s warden and
the government agreed, that prison
wasn’t the first prison he ruled,
everywhere he was in, human rights
used to watch him and send delegations
to see his acts towards his prisoners, the
“Frankenstein” prison was the best place
for “Alan” to do whatever he wanted
away from the human rights powers,
used to say that “There are only 2 ways to
leave my prison, they are: A burial
permission, or when you finish your
period in here, otherwise, you’re stuck
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here with me forever”, “Frank” saw that
this guy was the perfect guy to rule a
place like the “Frankenstein” prison…

20) “Boris Zakharov”, “Zak”:-

-A Russian 7 ft tall 300 lb guy, a
“Shadows” member, “Undertaker’s”
special bodyguard, was sentenced to the
“Cave” prison for life because of killing
2 cops in the street and injuring others
in a street fight, “Undertaker” helped
him to escape and made him one of his
men, got arrested by “Viktoria”…
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21) “Viktoria Nikolay”, “Iron Witch”:-

-A 38 year old Russian “SVR” agent,
the second strongest woman “Mark” ever
met after “Ivy”, had her time digging
behind the corruption in the “FSB” and
was tailing the “Shadows” for 3 years
heard about their tech and dirty
business, she didn’t care about their
drug dealing or any dirty business except
the arms deals, helped “Mark” to
catch/kill the “Undertaker” and they
became friends ever since, later on he
discovered that she was “Ivy’s” friend too,
when it was over she was wanted to be an
agent in the reincarnated “KGB”…


